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QUESTION 1

Given: When creating multiple subnets within a Virtual Cloud Network (VCN), security lists are often made to group
common services, for example, SSH and RDP (remote access), 80 and 443 (HTTP), and so on. By default, what is the
maximum number of security lists that can be associated with a subnet upon creation? 

A. 4 

B. 2 

C. 5 

D. 3 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

You provisioned an Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse (ADW) on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) and 

imported data into ADW. 

You want to give your business analyst the ability to connect to the ADW database and run queries. Which 

two actions can help you meet this requirement? (Choose two.) 

A. Create a database user account for the business analyst. 

B. Grant the predefined database role DWROLE to the database user. 

C. Grant unlimited tablespace privilege to the database user. 

D. Grant the predefined database role DWADW to the database user. 

E. Grant the predefined database role DWUSER to the database user. 

Correct Answer: BC 

Reference: 

https://oracle.github.io/learning-library/oci-library/L100- LAB/Autonomous_Data_Warehouse/ 

ADW_HOL.html 

 

QUESTION 3

For a compute instance that is launched in a private subnet in a Virtual Cloud Network (VCN), which action needs to be
performed to connect to the Internet, assuming that the required security list is properly set up? 

A. Assign a Public IP address to the compute instance. 
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B. Create and configure Network Address Translation (NAT) in a public subnet and route all traffic to it. 

C. There is no way for an instance in a private subnet to connect to the Internet. 

D. Create a default route entry in the route table to forward all traffic to the Internet gateway. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

You have multiple applications installed on a compute instance and these applications generate a large amount of log
files. These log files must reside on the boot volume for a minimum of 15 days and must be retained for at least 60
days. The 60-day retention requirement is causing an issue with available disk space. What are the two recommended
methods to provide additional boot volume space for this compute instance? (Choose two.) 

A. Terminate the instance while preserving the boot volume. Create a new instance from the boot volume and select a
DenseIO shape to take advantage of local NVMe storage. 

B. Create an object storage bucket and use a script that runs daily to move log files older than 15 days to the bucket. 

C. Create and attach a block volume to the compute instance and copy the log files. 

D. Create a custom image and launch a new compute instance with a larger boot volume size. 

E. Write a custom script to remove the log files on a daily basis and free up the space on the boot volume. 

Correct Answer: BD 

These log files must reside on the boot volume for a minimum of 15 days so you have to increase the boot Volume 

 

QUESTION 5

You are working for a financial institution that is currently running two web applications in Oracle Cloud 

Infrastructure (OCI). All resources were created in the root compartment. Your manager asked you to 

deploy new resources to support a proof-of-concept (PoC) for Oracle FlexCube. 

You must ensure that the FlexCube resources are secured and cannot be affected by the team that 

manages the two web applications. 

Which two tasks should you complete to ensure the required security of your resources? (Choose two.) 

A. Create a new compartment for the two web applications and move the existing resources into the compartment.
Deploy the FlexCube application into the root compartment. Create a new policy in the root compartment that gives the
FlexCube project team the ability to manage all resources in the tenancy. 

B. Create a new policy in the root compartment for the FlexCube project team. Assign a policy statement that grants the
FlexCube project team the ability to manage all resources in the tenancy, where a specific tag key and tag value are
present. 

C. Create a Tag Default within the root compartment with a default value of ${iam.principle.name} so that each new
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resource created is tagged with the name of the person who created it. Create a new IAM policy that allows users to
only modify resources they created. 

D. Create a new compartment for the two web applications and move the existing resources into this compartment.
Modify the existing policy for the team that manages these applications so that the scope of access is defined as this
new compartment. 

E. Create a new compartment for the FlexCube application deployment. Create a policy in this compartment for the
project team that gives them the ability to manage all resources within the scope of this compartment. 

Correct Answer: CD 
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